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Abstract . . 
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This paper highlights some of the issues raised by the,census undercount, illustrating 
how far-reaching its implications are across the specwm of social statistics. The 
origins and the current state-of-play of the depate,over the distribution of the under- 
enumeration are summarised, and the implications then assessed. For many census 
variables, the undercount reduces variation between v?, with consequen.ces for the 
formulae used to resource local services. The implications for F e  reliability of the 
most basic of health statistics are raised through monality rates. A mugh estimate is 
made, and supporting evidence presented, of the possible numbers of households who 
were missed by the census. Some implications. for. housing needs assessments are 
illustrated along with the effect of the ~uddq~upwards  ,%vision of off~cial estimate? 
of the dwelling stock and great uncertainty over the number of vacant dwellings in the 
country. Finally, recent research on the electoral implications of people's choice not 
to be enumerated is discussed as this may well li&ed,to census under-eyneration. 
Such a pervasive degree of uncertainty acrossalmost all figures concerning people is 
new and there is little reason to expect it to diminish until the benefits of being known 
to the State outweigh the advantages of not being a statistic. 

, , ,  

Introduction . . . . ! . h  ; ,  I 

As late as December 1991 is was assumed that the enumeration had gone well: 

"The latest Census of Population in Great Britain was held in April 1991. One of 
the aims of the Census is to corn all people in Great Britain on a particular 
night. This is relatively easy to doforpeople who live in houses orpats, or who 
are staying in a communal establishmenl such as o hotel, h e 1  or hospital. 
Buildings are easily ident@ed and the people living within them enumerated.. . . " 

(Thompson, A., GRO Scotland, December 16th 1991) 

In fact, censuses are never complete counts of the population. Residents can be missed 
for many reasons. They are away at the time of the census. They respond 
incompletely - for example a significant number of new-born babies are omitted from 
most censuses as if they are not yet considered to have an independent existence. 
Residents may be unwilling to respond, perhaps because they feel the census records 

will be used against their interests, Residents may not be asked to respond because of 
a failure of the census f ~ k l  procedures. And finally but very impmmtly, residents 
may respond but not sll be counted as residents because the census p m f a d ~ n s  have 
not coped with transient homeless and some other categories. 

In 1991 in Britain the census validation survey which is designed to f d  a sample of 
those missed from the census output, in fact failed to fud even half of them. H ~ W  we 
come to know this is discussed below. The result is that we know rather little about 
the characteristics and the whereabouts of the census missing, now thought to amount 
to 1.2 million, over 2% of the total number of residents. Thus estimates based on the 
census are just what the word 'estimate' implies: figures with a degree of unreliability, 
not the hard baseline that social statistics in census year are usually taken to be. 

So little do we know about the types of people missed, that we cannot really say with 
anv confidence which of the reasons for under-enumeration were verv sinnificant in 
1591. Perhaps they all were. The recent precedent of large-scale a k m i t s  at non- 
registration for an official register - the poll tax which was current at the time of the 
census - has been suggested as a major reason for the missing million. Parallels have 
been drawn with the 1381 intradurtion of a shilling poll tax and the consequent 
evasion and peasants revolt. At Ulat time the poll tax payment lists were the only 
measure of the size of the population in England, which thereby apparently decreased 
from 1,355,201 in 1377 to 896,481 in 1381. In many villages, dependants were 
omitted from the lists, particularly young women (Oman 1906: Appendices 2 and 3). 
Interestingly, unbalanced sex ratios in the census were the clue used in 1991 to assess 
where the missing population were concentrated. 

But the poll tax is certainly not the only culprit in 1991. In enumerated households in 
the 1991 census, there are an estimated 200,000 'visitors' who had no usual residence 
at another address (OPCS 1993a). If these had been real residents who feared that 
census residential staas would count in the collection of the poll tax, would they not 
have omitted themselves altogether? So it has been suggested &l it is likely that most 
of these visitors were homeless siwle adults or families. temoorarilv at an address on 
census night which they did not €&l was a penmum1 add& ( ~ i d w n d  1993). 

Equally, institutions -whether medical, care, prison, or student halls -were instmcted 
to include as visitors those who had been living there for less than six months, 
presumably on the grounds that they were temporarily away from a household. But 
there was no equivalent instruction to householders to include persons recently moved 
to an institution, and many would have moved from a household in which they were 
the only person. 

So there are clear reasons to expect a sizeable non-response in the census.'Beyond 
conjecture, what do we know about, F e  undercount and the reliability of the 1991 
census results? The rest of the paper describes official estimates of census non- 
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response, and goes on to illustrate the importance of recognising non-response when 
using and interpreting census and related statistics. We give examples of misleading 
effects on resource distribution, trends in mortality rates, estimation of housing need, 
and allocation of parliamentary seats, if non-response is not taken into account. 

As yet the debate is young: the current (November 1993) government l i e  appears to 
be that the u n d e m n t  is imporlant but small enough for most users to ignore. We 
argue otherwise. 

Official Estimates of 1991 Census Non-response 

The missing included within census ouiput 
How can a missing itrm be included? - when it is impwed. The m u s  offices impute 
items missed off census forms; for example if a has no marital stahts indicated 
on the census form, it is inserted based on the aee of che man and the characteristics 
of the other members of that household. 1f car k e r s h h  is missing it is copied from 
a non-missing record which is otherwise Lhe same as the incomplete record for 
characteristics known to be related to car ownersyp, including housing tenure. 

In 1991 for the first t h e  and andme grtater numbers of non-responding households 
were expected, whole households chat did not respond were imputed. Based solely on 
the number of people and m n n s  noted or nuessed by chc mumerator, detailed records 
for the household -and the persons within it we= created by Copying them from other 
f o m  that had been returned. 1.6% (869 thousand) of residents in the Great Britain 
census output have been imputed in this way. The imputation method is described by 
Mills and Teague (1991) d theextentofkqmtatiun of absent households can be seen 
from census reports; its geographical variation and the c~racteristics of the imputed 
records are summarised by Sandhu (1993). Across the whole of inner London, 8 %  of 
all residents in census output are created in this way, fictitious but for the 
enumerator's evidence that someone existed at the non-responding address. 

Overall, the inclusion of these 'imputed residents' is probably better than ignoring the 
enumerators' evidence altogether, and it is hard to think of a better way of imputing 
the details than that which was used. Thus there is already within the c m u s  output 
a very considerable degree of unreliability for many areas. Now we consider the 
other, larger, part of census non-response - that not included in census output. 

The missing not included in census output: creating national 
population estimates by age and sex 
As already mentioned, most of those missed by the census w m  also missed by the 
census validation survey aimed at f d m g  them. How do we know? Because analysis 
of the census adjusted by that survey shows a gap of nearly a million, half of them in 
their twenties and early thirties, when compand to the numbers expected by takimg 
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the 1981 census and adding'binhs M dea[hsand ih@mational'migratim for the 
intervening ten years. In parlicular. the sex-ratios for young adulm we& unbelievable 
in the census-based estimates, showing a sumlus of females over males & in k i r  
20s but not for those in their 40s. These arguknts  were set down in an OFCS article 
(1993d) early in 1993. Since then, a further 145 thousand residents have been added 
14 the numbers missing, also nlainly young adults and predominantly male - due to a 
late communication from the Home Oftice to OPCS about the increase in settled 
refugees in the late 1980s. The total number of residents in Britain missed from census 
outout therefore is now 1.202 million. 2.2% of the whole oooulation (from OPCS . . 
1942a and oPCS 1993a). 

The 1981 census, rolled forward in this way, has been generally accepted in place of 
!be 1991 census results as far as national population estimates go - and this will 
continue to be the case Uuoughout'the 1990s until the next census in 2001 (assuming 
better procedures then). While we too would accept the arguments that led to the 
rolled-forward estimates being hsed, the results are clearly not exact, either overall or 
for each age. 

The inis&hg 'not 'included in fensus output: creating sub-national 
population estimates by, age and sex 
So why have a census at all?! ~ e l l , ' t k e  option of substititing 1981-based statistics is 
nog available at local level - because, F e  measures of sub-national migration required 
t9 roll foryard lo,d. l98l,  populatioy by age and sex are just too unreliable. And of 
course,.there is no.lhiig to replace ... the . census estimates of most other characteristics 

. . 
at local level. 

So what do,  we use for sub-n+tio~@ population estimates, for each of the local 
authority distric.ts for example?, ,One c y o t  stick to the census alone, becawe then 
there would be a discrepancy between the sum of the sub-iyional figures and the 
national figures which as we have sken ire not based on the census. There has been 
a continuing debate on this issue since Ocbber 1992,' when dPCS prepared their 
provisional census-based populati,on estimates for 1991 (OPCS 1992b). distributing the 
national undercount evenly throughout the country. In other words they assumed that 
the proportion of 20-year old men, missing was the same in Twickenham as in 

, . 
Liverpool as in rural Berkshire. . ' . ,  . 

This essentially conservative assumption (dropped in the final estimates published by 
OPCS in the summer of 1993) was defended by drawing attention to the lack of 
evidence for other assumptions, and by mating caricahtred conjectures about the 
number of rural new-age travellers. We call it a conseryative assumption (not 'neutral' 
as some would have had it) because it relied on an assumption of constancy, ignoring 
evidence which did in fact exist and which consistently pointed to an undercount much 
higher in urban areas, and pattitularly in inner London. Some of this evidence is 
summarised in S i p s o n  (1993), including drops in the electoral roll, direct measures 
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for the numbers of infants missed which can be assessed from examining stalistics of 
hinhr in the vear immediatelv before the census. and the well-established experience - .. -- -- - - , 
of social research and other censuses for many years. 

The assumptions used in the fmal mid-1991 estimates might also be labelled 
conservative because they were simply based on different assumption$ of constancy; 
but they gave a very different picture of the undercwnt in the 1991 census. Given the 
predo&ce of adult hen  in the national undercount now taken for granted, 
the method looked for those areas where there seemed lo be a omicular shortfall of -. . . . . . -. . - 
men and assessed these as most affected by under-coverage.'h40re precisely, the 
assumption was that for ages 20-34, in each of ten types of district in England and 
Wales, the ratio of men to women relative to the national average should be the same 
in 1991 as the average of 1971 and 1981. The results are given in detail in 
OPCS/GRO(S) (1993). Highly urban areas are assessed as missing up to 25% of men 
in their twenties. These areas include the l4 Inner London boroughs, 9 metropolitan 
districts, and 27 city districts in non-metropolitan areas. This is in addition to the 
missing who were imputed within census output as described above. 

While this approach to measuring the undercount does have considerable merit over 
the ~rovisional assumdions of an even dislribution of undercount, we are arguing that 
even if it is the beit possible approach, it involves a high degree of arguable 
assumption and therefor; approxin&on to an unknown degree; uoers should be very 
careful that their internretation of census and mulation statistics is not affected. The 
precise assumptions a;e dealt with in more deiaiiin Simpson (1993); in this article we 
are concentrating on the implications of a significant degree of u~eliability rather than 
its source. 

Perhaps we will know more of the characteristics of s o w  of the missing 1.2 million 
when the Census Validation Survev reoons are oublished (it will then be well over , . 
two years since the fieldwork was carried out, a very serious lapse given the 
importance the issue has subsequently taken). But it is likely that the most difficult 
problem in using the 1991 census data will remain estimation of the degree of under- 
enumeration in what is now in effect a biased sample. 

Although attention has been paid to the undercount of persons, and some work is 
beine done on the basic households count. the overall im~lications of this undercount 
and h e  possibilities of other undercounts have not yet been thoroughly addressed. 
Policy makers are now forced to make decisioos based on information known to be 
defective while underfunded government statisticians face a decade of writing detailed 
caveats and putting wide confidence limits on much that they produce. A number of 
examples follow. 

The Importance of Applying What We Do Know - 
Resource Distribution , 

Census statistics are used in several contexts to distribute resources from ccnVal 
government to local services. Variation in census measures of need are used to 
determine variations in resources given, for example to local govennnent in the 
Standard Spending Assessment. This leads to fming ('capping') those councils that 
attempt to spend more money than they are assessed as n d i g  to spend. 

For several such census measures used in these calculations, urban areas tend to be 
at the high end of the scale of need. Since under-enumeration was concentrated in 
urban areas, their need is under-estimated unless the census counts are adjusted. llle 
best one can do at present is to use the age-sex-geography-specific rates of under- 
enumeration provided by OPCS as described above, as weights in a census analysis. 
One can do this whenever the characteristics of need are disaggregated by age and sex 
and area, as many are. In survey terminology, this is no more than post-stratification 
using estimated response rates for different strata. 

i '  

Table I shows how this weighting affects the national estimates from the census of 
unemployment, non-white ethnit grwp, and illness in households. 

Table 1: The impact of adjnsthg for census non -mpme  on national 
estimates of unemployment, non-wbite ethnic p u p ,  and illness in 
households 

Estimated 
England and Wales Census count (000s) under- 

Actual (unadjusted) Adjusted enumeration 
(1) (2) (2)/(1) 

Unemployment 2,235 2,325 +4.0% 
Non-white ethnic group 2.952 3,097 +4.9% 
Illness in households 6,039 6,110 + 1.2% 

All residents 49,890 51,OM) +2.2% 

Suunss: Census LBS outpuf: rates of U&,-snume~ation spscific to we. sex ad disnicl typ, from 
OPCSIGRO(S) 1993 

Because unemployment and non-white ethnic group are both characteristics that are 
concentrated in urban areas and to some extent among young male adults, this 
demographic weighting shows them to have been under-enumerated by twice the 
national average non-response of 2.2%. Illness in households on the other hand, which 
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is concentrated among older agegraups, is  under-enumeratd to a lesser extent. 

Table 2 shows the mean impact of not adjusting for census under-enumeration, on t!!e 
distribution of a grant to districts on the basis of their need as measured by (a) the 
number unemployed, and (b) the number of non-white residents. Main metropolitan 
districts would lost 3 .S 5% of such a grant if it is  calculated on the basis of raw census 
counts, rather than on the basis of census counts weighted by the officiaUy estimated 
response rates. Rural areas would gain. The impact on district comparisons would in 
some cases be greater than those illustrated (non-white youth for- example), and less 
in other cases. 

: The impact of not adjusting for census under-enumer-ation on 
distribution of a grant within Enghd  and Wales 

, , 

(a) Grant distributed according ta census unemployment - 
Main metropolitan districts -3.5% 
Non-city, non-metropolitan districts +L71 

(b) Grant distributad according to-ce 3 non-white ethnic group , 

Main metropolitan districts - L -.:.:. -2.1% I -  

Non-city , non-metropolitan districts ' -  4-2.174 
. > 

". 

Tables 1 and 2 show the impact of not adjusting census counts pureIy on the basis of 
what is now officially estimated to be sex-age-area response rates. The implication is 
that such adjustments should be made. The unreliability of the estimates, however, 
implies that even adjusted census figures should not be tyeakd as providing precise 
measures (wen of these simple statistical interpretations of need) as is the case when 
capping local authorities. Much less should raw census figures be so used. 

Of course, age, sex and broad geography may not account for all the variation in 
census coverage. If it turns out from the census validation survey when it is published, 
or from other sources, that unemployed and non-white residents were more often 
missed than those employed or whites wirkin these demographic sub-groups of the 
population, then the impact of non-response will be rather greater. This seems quite 
likely. In Bradford for example, non-white young children were twice as likely to be 
missed by the census as white young children (from comparison with ment  birth 
records in Sirnpson 1993). Does this mean that not 20 X but 40 56 of non-white young 
men were missed? It may we11 be so. Unfortunately, the evidence is hard to come by. 
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The Importance of Precision - Mortality Rates 

A good example of the need for precise population counts are mortality statistics. 
Standardized mortality rates are the main measure for charting the changing state of 
the health of nations internationally. Standardized mortality statistics rely upon an 
accurate age and sex br@down of the population upon which to standardize. An 
analysis of deaths at each age for all of England and Wales shows, in general, 
decreases in the mortality rates as we would expect (see Figure 1). However, for some 
spexific groups the rate has risen slightly when the overall period 198 1 -85 is compared 
with 1986-89. In particular for men aged 13- 18, 21-24, and for women aged 13-19 
and 23. Further analysis shows a significant component of this rise can be attributed 
to increased rates of suicide. 

A great deal of concern could result from such a find& and, eventually, resources 
could be diverted to address this concern. A key questiop t h q  is, is it me? Mortality 
statistics are thought to be quite accurate (they have been registered along with birth 
statistics since 1836 - Champion 1993). But the calculation. of mortality rates also 
requires accurate data on the populations at risk, which are'nomally taken from 
official estimates of the population for each sex in each age band, Figure 2 shows how 
the official versions of these imp1 y the populat!on to have changed between 1981 and 
1991. The cohorts which were aged 10 to 30 in 1991 grew over the previous ten years 
due to a small surplus of net ihnigration ovir deaths, while there was a fall in those 
aged 30 to 50 in 1991. There is, however, a great deal of variation to this simple 
patternas the graph shows, a d  it is this variation which is the underlying cause of 
concern over the variation in mortality' rates over time. We ,can be fairly sure how 
many people have died, but much less certain about bow many are stll alive. The 
most unreliable elerneni of this variation is thought to be $e estimate of international 
emigration and immigration derivd from the lnternationat Passenger Survey, and the 
Home Office's contribution for fiople. seeking asylum (lack. of information about 
which caused errors amounting to 145,000 people in the final 199 1 mid year estimates 
before they were revised - OPCS 1993a). c , 

Our howledge of wheher there has been an increase in teenager's overall mortality 
rates (or how large this has been) thus now depe,nds to some degree on haw accurate 
the international Passenger Survey has been, as the national mid-year estimates of the 
1990s are not, in essence, based on the 1991 census. As. has bew dwcribd, national 
level estimates from 1991 onwards owe more to the 1981 census and the International 
Passenger Survey since then (plus registration of births and deaths) than to the 1991 
census. The International Passenger Survey was never designad for such a reliance. 
So, even where an official attempt has been made to estimate the undercount of 
people, by age and sex, uncertainty remains. 
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The 1991 Census Validation Survey has yet to be released. The 1981 Post 
Enumeration Survey (OPCS 1985, p.4) calcuiated that a 95 Z confidence interval to 
contain he undercount in 198 1 would range from 152,000 to 278,000 (30 % above and 
below the actual figure - leading to a 95 % confidence interval of 0. I %  in the fm1 
mid-year estimate). In the absence of official figures we can assume this same degree 
of uncertainty for the estimate of under-enumeration in 1991. This is charitable, 
however, as the validation survey of 1991 only found a minority of the people 
presumed to be missing. 30% of 1,209,000 not enumerated in 1991 gives a 95% 
confidence interval of 363,000 people either way on the revised fmal 1991 mid year 
estimate (an overall rough 95 % confidence interval of 0.7 X on the entire population 
of England and Wales). This uncertainty is higher for certain groups, in particular for 
young men, as the table below illustrates. The table gives a range of mortality rates 
m a k i i  the same assumptions as were outlined above. . 

Table 3: ~ o r t a l i t y  Rates for young men'in England and Waks in 1991 
Males Mid Year ' Census Size of**. Recorded MortrtIity* 

Estimated Enumerated Undercount D e a ~ s  Rate 
'000s > '000s ' percent actual per million 

Source: 1991 ruid year estimates, mortality statistics, aml c m s  sex rye & marital status tables (OPCS 
1993a,h,c) 
* Confidence limits are presented fur the nlonality rate w~ing the undercount estimates may be nut by +/- 
30%. 
**Not an exact estimate uf rhe undet'cuunt as slightly different pcgulaliun defi~tions are wed for the two 
swrces. 

Figure 3 illustrates this by showing the mortality ;ate cdc i~a td  from the 
above table with cofidence limits. OPCS do not publish confidence limits for the 
mid-year estimates despite the increasing lack of confidence which we cm place on 
them. Variation estimates are more usually assigned to the numerator, and most 
statistical tests applied to lwk for significant change in these rates assumed the count 
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of the underlying population to be correct. Until we have some estimate for the 
reliability of the mid-year estimates we cannot confidently answer a basic question 
such as "are men more likely to die at age 18 or at age 23?" with any degree of 
certainty. 

The Importance of Assumptions - Househoid Numbers 

"There is considerable scope for inaccuracy arising from the data and esrimaIes 
used. Even in the h e  year the estimafe ofthe number of househoIds is  likely 
to be W e d  on extrapoia~ed Census results . . . " 

. .  (Corner, 1991, p.4) 

~ r u i w g h  it has ken agred that the 1991 census missed over a million people, there 
is as yet no consensus as to how many householdg the enumerators and the imputing 
procedures may have missed. But does such urider-enumeration matter? Households 
c e o t  be as important as people, can they? StandaG s p d i n g  assessments, mortality 
rate estimates, votes and schools' rolls may notdepend-on them, but important local 
decisions and national lobbying is made on the need,for and $e prpvision-of housing. 
As the community charge is withdrawn and the counci!.tax emerges, it may well be 
more and more whole households, rather than individuals, who choose to be missed. 
An empty dwelling or single person household is'liable to pay only 50% or 75% of 
the full council tax rate respectively. 

. - 
ln a rnemdrandyn to the ~ & c t  Committee on ~nvironment'i inquiry into the Housing 
Corporation, Chfistiqe Whitehead produced figures showing how the estimated extra 
need for social housing in Britain per year ranged from none to 128,000 additional 
units, depending on whose estimates you believed (Whitehead 1993, Kleinman & 
Whitehead 1989, 1992, Niner 1989, Wilcox 1990). AI1 these estimates, however, are 
based on the Department of the Environment's estimate of how many households there 
are to be housed. Their latest estimate for England in 1991 was 19,036,000 - still 
based on poplation 'estimates from 1989 (DOE 1991; for a critique of DOE 
mehdology see King 1990). . > 

1 f  the estimate of household numbers is only slightly incorrect the effect on the 
estimated need for new housing would be dramatic as, very simply, this 'need' is ' 

based on the difference between the number of dwellings and households in the 
country. Hence an undercount of just 0.5 % in our estimate of household numbers can , 

conceal a possible demand for one hundred thousand dwellings. By the late 1980s 
' 

official estimates of household numbers became less and less robust as they had to rely 
more and more on non-census figures. The DOE projection for the year 2001, for 
instance, has had to be revised upwards in both 1988 and 1991 by about 600,000 
households each time for England and Wales (Dorling 1991). Because of this 
uncertainty great hopes were placed on the 1991 census to clarify the confusion 
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surrounding such basic housing statistics and, in particular, to provide a nationaJ count 
of dwklihgs which had not been done, systematically, since 193 1. 

The I991 census, however, only enumerated 18,766,000 households with residents in 
England, over quarter of a million fewer than were thought to exist. The latest figure 
h the Department of the Environyent is that which they use in the English Housing 

' 

C d i t i o n  survey of 1991 - 19,ll t ,000; 75,000 more househoIds than were previously 
hpght  to exist and over a third of a million more than the census enumeration. What 
can accdnt for such a difference? 

Authority tenancies for the 

mortgagees counted as>those eligible for MIRAS, Mortgage Interest Relief At Source). + 

The geographrd distribution o6@ese disirepancies has a very varied pattern, however 
(see Figure 5) ,  whichmay well"reflecqthe reliance in their consfruction which was 
placed in the FamiIy Expenditure Survey used to, produce the regional breakdown. In , 

short - bob sets of figures ap~ear  to b e ~ s o m e w ~ t  unreliable and be objects which 
they define are in neither case clear - l@-census+ount of households buying and the 
government's best estimates of howA many people 'or 'couples have a mortgage. 
Nevertheless the mortgagee count is higher, again imply i& possible household under- 
enumeration, particularly as not aH buyers are eligible forMIRAS. 

I 

Figures produced by the DOE for dwelling stock in December 1991 (for Great Britain) 
were 22,984,000 (DOE 1992), and for December 1990 this Ftgure was 22,815,000, a 
crude interpolation for April 1991 would thus be 22,871,000. The census enumerators 
estimated that there were 23,000,468 dweIlings in April 1991, some 130,000 more 
purpose built homes than were previously thought to exist (under the census 
defmition). Figure 6 shows how the es~irnates of dwellings were retrospmtively 
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revised upwards during 1992 (although no reference was made to the impending 
telease of the new census statistics then). 

The DOE abo appear, however, to have revised downwards the estimates of vacant 
dwellings, as compared with the census (see table below), although no, official 
statement has yet been made: 

Table 4: Possible Extent of the HousehoId Undemunt &g O f f 1 1  Sources 

England ('000s) 

Dwellings 
Households 
Population 
Vacant dwellings 

Difference froin 
EHCS Census the census 

Vacancy rate +3.2 % 5.6 X 71.1 S6 

Source: 1991 census (OPCS) and 1991 Boglish H ~ s p  Condition Survey (DoE. 1993) 

The above table illustrates how wen a small estimate (1.8%) of the national under- 
enumeration of households can translate into a 71 % overenumeration of vacant 
dwellings and thus have a dramatic effect on national housing debates. The English 
House Condition Survey figures (DOE 1993) were not presented in a succinct form 
however, but had to be extracted from where they are scauered throughout that report. 
Intuitively, and with the evidence presented above and from evidence that many 
properties thought vacant in Scotland were occupied (Scottish OMce 1993, 
unfortunate1 y no figures have been published for England and Waies) we suspect that 
more faith should be placed in the DOE figures than in the raw census counts. The 
DOE have assumed a household undercount that falls within the range suggested by 
what independent comparisons can be made. 

No Representation Without Taxation 
. I  I 

Undercounts are about far more than official spending, international health league 
tables or Iobbyhg for house building. The reason for the undercwnt can have as 
marked an effect as its statistical implications. We have already mentioned bow the 
poll tax of 1381 coniribuled to a drop of a third in the enumerated population of 
England. lain McLean and Jererny Smith (1994) go m m estimate that 520,000 
electors in England and Wales may not have registered due to the poll tax of 1990 and 
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l that, if they had registered and 40% had voted for the opposition parties in 1992, then 
the Conservative party would not have been able to form a government at the last 
election. 

The abolition of the poll tax will not end this effect, even if non-registered voters 
returned, because the fourth general review of the Parliamentary Boundaries of 
England and Wales will determine the pattern of seats and hence representation until 
well into the next century. The 1991 electoral register is being used to construct these 
seats, even though it is thought to be one of l&st well completed of modern i i e s ,  and 
to he heavily biased in its omissions: 

"the 1991 electoral register probably &eh-reports the number of young, poor, 
mobile, and ethnic minority citizens across the whole  count^^. This gives the 
opposition parties a disadvantage which will endure until 2006. By contmt, the 
advantage they gained in 1992 among those still on the register from the 
unpopularity of the poll tar was evanescent. Resentment against the tar had 
been defused by the Conservative's intention to abandon it. By contrast, its 
structural effects remain an obstacle to Labour's prospects of winning again. 
m e r e  is] no tendency, up to 1993, for individuals to re-enrol on the electoral 
register now that the poll tar is dead. I f  they never re-enrol, the advantage 
gained by the Conservatives in 1992 will remain as long as their generation 
remains in the population. " 

(McLean and Smith, 1994, in draft) 

l 

Conclusion 

The undercount has profound effects across the spectrum of social statistics. From 
people to health to housing to politics it permeates all our supposed facts with a 
previously unknown degree of uncertainty: How many people are there? Where are 
they? How old are they? How healthy is the population? How much health care does 
it need? How much housing does it consume? How much housing is there to consume? 
How many households are there to consume it? What government would the people 
choose if they were all registered to vote? Why do they choose to be hidden? To 
whose advantage is it not to know? . . . The more fmely poised the situation, the more 
accurate the underlying data needs to be. If we want to know how t h i s  have changed 
or how they are now balanced we require a degree of accuracy above that which 
current official statistics can give us. 

There is also no reason why the undelrount should suddenly go away and the 
reliability of w r  statistics magically rise overnight. People are unlikely to get tired of 
not tilling in forms, to f d  a nc\t >erne of "common-purpose" - seeing appearing in 
official lists as economically or socially worthwhile. If the state wants people to 

register it has to be worth their while to do so. No amount of threats of fmes, more 
enumeration officers, or the merging of huge social security computer fdes will fud 
people who do not care to be found. Give people a reason to he found if you actually 
want to fud them. 

JP the meantime what can those who use these statistics do? It is now imperative that 
ermr rates and confidence limits estimated and included in pblications where 
appropriate. This should he done not only to provide a more true reflection of lhe 
actual state of knowledge, but also to persuade those w h ~  decide how lo hud and 
organise the collection of these statistics of the importance of b c i i  more thorough. 
If government ministers had to answer parliamentary questions with wide-ranging 
probabilities provided by their officials then pehaps they would be more wncemcd 
about why the figures are so u~eliable and then wonder why so many people do not 
want to he counted. 
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